Error codes for whirlpool duet dryer

These error code explanations can help you diagnose a problem with your Whirlpool Duet HE
dryer. For repair how-to help, visit the PartsDirect repair help section, which includes repair
help for dryers, other major appliances, lawn and garden equipment, garage door openers,
vacuum cleaners and more. Search for your model number to find a complete list of
replacement parts for your dryer. A power failure occurred while the dryer was running. Press
Start to continue the cycle or Stop to clear the display. If frequent power failures occur, check
the outlet cord for the dryer. Unplug the dryer for 5 minutes and then plug it in. If the code
returns, replace the main electronic control board. A button is stuck on the keypad on one of
the two user interface control assemblies in the console. If you can't free the button, replace the
user interface control assembly with the stuck button. The control detects an electrically open
outlet thermistor temperature sensor. Unplug the dryer and check the resistance of that
thermistor, which should be about 10, ohms. If the outlet thermistor is defective, replace it. The
control detects an electrically shorted outlet thermistor temperature sensor. The control detects
an electrically open inlet thermistor temperature sensor. Unplug the dryer and check the
resistance of that thermistor, which should be about 50, ohms. If the inlet thermistor is
defective, replace it. NOTE: The inlet thermistor is combined with the high-limit thermostat on
this dryer. The control detects an electrically shorted inlet thermistor temperature sensor.
Unplug the dryer and check the wiring connections on the moisture sensor. If the wiring
connections are sound, replace the moisture sensor. Clean lint from the lint screen. If you use
fabric softener sheets, wash the lint screen with water and a soft- bristled brush to remove
fabric softener buildup. Clear any clog or restriction from the exhaust air duct system to the
outside of your home. No communication between the electronic control board and the user
interface control board assemblies. Unplug the dryer. Check the wire harness connections
between the main electronic control board and the user interface control board assemblies. If
the connections are sound, have a technician diagnose the cause of the communication failure.
Check the wire harness connections between the user interface assemblies. Also check the wire
harness connections between the main electronic control board and the user interface
assemblies. If the wiring connections are sound, then one or both of the user interface control
assemblies probably needs to be replaced. A rattling noise or lack of air flow through the dryer
could indicate that the blower wheel is damaged. Follow the steps in this repair guide to replace
the blower wheel in your dryer. If the dryer heats initially but then stops heating, the problem is
usually the gas valve coils. This step-by-step guide explains how to replace the gas valve coils
in a gas dryer. Replace the drum glide bearing if the drum makes a scraping noise and doesn't
turn smoothly. Just follow the steps in this repair guide. If your dryer isn't drying clothes, it
could be the lint screen is clogged with fabric softener. See how to wash the lint filter to get
your dryer drying again. Error Code. Possible parts. F or F Main electronic control board, User
interface control assemblies. F through F User interface control assembly failure. Symptoms
common to all dryers. Choose a symptom to see related dryer repairs. View all. Won't start.
Read more. Won't work at all. Making noise or vibrating. Won't heat. Won't turn off. Starts then
stops. Door won't stay shut. Clothes not drying. Repair guides common to all dryers. August 1,
How to replace a dryer blower wheel. Repair difficulty. How to install a dryer gas valve coil kit.
How to replace a dryer drum glide bearing. Articles and videos common to all dryers. Use the
advice and tips in these articles and videos to get the most out of your dryer. August 4, Dryer
not drying clothes? Could be fabric softener! How to repair broken or damaged wires video.
Where to find the model number on a kitchen or laundry appliance. See where you should look
when trying to locate the model tag on a kitchen or laundry appliance. Need help? Close Start
Chat. Most likely, f01 or f1 error code indicates a control board issue on your dryer. It could
have resulted from a glitch or voltage surge. In thiss case, you can try to reset it by cutting off
power and plugging it back after 20 to 30 minutes. The error will disappear, and the device will
operate properly. If it is sstill there, thiss may be due to a faulty motor, control board, or wiring.
In this case, you will need a professional assistance. Particularly, you may need to replace part
of or the whole motor or the control board. Thiss error signals poor communication between the
user interface and the main control board. Not infrequently, the problem results from a glitch,
power surge or other issues occurring throughout the electricity network. Please, try thiss:
unplug the dryer and wait minutes. Then plug it back in. If the code has gone, you can use the
device in the normal regine. If the error is still there, there are a number of possible causes.
These include a faulty user interface control board, central control unit, or poor wire harness
connection. It is advisable to call a trained technician, who can diagnose and eliminate the
problem. This may require a replacement of one or several components. Please, use a
three-prong outlet and make sure it is grounded properly. This error code appears only when
the device is run in the diagnostic test mode and indicates that the moisture sensor strip is
open. It should only close when a wet piece touches both strios simultaneously. If your device

is not in the diagnostic mode, and the F28 is there, there must be a short circuit in the interface
control board. Try to reset it by unplugging it for about a minute and then plugging it back in. If
the error appears again, you may need to replace the interface control board. This error code
indicates a problem in the keypad or the user interface itself. The cause can be as simple as one
of the interface buttons getting stuck. Please, check the keypad. If the button continues to get
stuck, you may need to replace the keypad or the user interface control board. This error code
results from door lock problems. To clear it, cancel the current cycle by pressing Stop. If there
is an object blocking the door, remove it, close the door and restart the cycle. Make sure the
basket is not overloaded. Disconnect the dryer from the mains. Move the device to a place
where you can conveniently reach the control panel. Please, click on the pic to enlarge it and
check more details. Once the 2 screws are out, you can remove the control panel and get to the
control board see the picture below. Most commonly, the F1 error occurs when:. Check all plugs
one by one and reconnect loose ones, if any. Replace all damaged wires. If you detect none of
these problems, most likely, the control board is faulty. You can find a good control board using
the search box see below and replace it. If you do not have experience, contact a trained
technician. Disconnect the dryer from the mains and remove all the plugs on the control board.
Please, follow safety requirements and precautions. When you have done it, make sure there
are no wires connected to the board. Please, note the white arrows in the following picture. The
screw and the tabs are the only things that fix the control board. It is advisable to check the
wiring for loose connections and damage. If there are no loose or damaged wires, most likely,
the control board is faulty and needs to be replaced. This error is typical of Whirlpool Cabril
washers, as they have a little different type of control board. The F06 may signal a drive motor
tachometer issue, as well as a faulty motor or motor drive control board, and poor wiring and
connections. Cycle interrupted due to a possible power problem results in the appearance of
the RF Power Failure code on the display. Restart your dryer by pressing and holding the Start
button or pressing the Power button. The error might have appeared because the main control
board might have detected power supply noise, which usually occurs due to power outages.
Another reason why the error could have appeared is pressing any keys within the sec power
up interval. If there was a power outage, turn off the household circuit breaker and wait a
minute. Then turn it back on and switch on the dryer. Monitor it for a minute or so to ensure it is
operating properly and there are no errors. Do not try to fix it yourself unless you have
experience with such devices! PF flashes to indicate that a power failure occurred while the
dryer was running. AF flashes if a restricted airflow condition exists. Check to make sure the lint
screen is dean, the door seal is in place and the vent is not obstructed. F flashes when there is a
primary control failure. Replace the machine control electronics. F flashes when there is a stuck
button or user interface mismatch. This fault code will ONLY appear when in the diagnostic test
mode. F flashes if the inlet thermistor is open. F flashes if the inlet thermistor is shorted. F
flashes if the moisture sensor strip is open. F flashes if the moisture sensor strip has shorted. F
flashes if a restricted airflow condition exists. Check to make sure the lint screen is clean, the
door seal is in place and the vent is not obstructed. Indicates a CCU problem. Indicates a stuck
button depressed for over 20 seconds or Ul mismatch. This fault code will ONLY appear when in
the service diagnostic mode. Indicates that the outlet thermistor is open. Indicates that the
outlet thermistor has shorted. Will occur if the P14 connector is not plugged into the CCU.
Indicates the moisture sensor strip is open. Indicates that the moisture sensor strip has
shorted. Indicates that the compressor sensor is open. This fault code will stop the dryer.
Indicates that the compressor sensor has shorted. Indicates no voltage detected at the heater
relay. Whirlpool dryer error codes are shown on your dryers display to help you troubleshoot
the problem with your dryer. Our error codes below will help you to identify what is wrong with
your Whirlpool Duet dryer. Once you have identified the error code, this will tell you which part
is causing the issue. You can then check the part in question and clean or replace it if needed.
Whirlpool Duet dryer help videos are here if needed. Whirlpool Duet Dryer Error Codes.
Whirlpool duet dryer error code chart. Press the Stop button to clear the display. If you
experience common power failures on your dryer be sure to check the electrical outlet cord.
Apply power back to the dryer and if the code returns you need to replace the main electronic
control board. If the button cannot be unstuck then replace the user interface control assembly.
Remove power from the dryer. If the outlet temperature sensor is bad then replace it. If the inlet
temperature sensor is bad then replace it. NOTE: The inlet thermistor is part of the high limit
thermostat on this dryer. Check the wiring harness on the moisture sensor visually and with a
multi-meter. If the wiring connections are okay then replace the moisture sensor. Remove fabric
softener buildup on the lint screen if necessary. Clear lint blockage restriction from the air vent
exhaust system. Check the wire harnesses visually and with a multi-meter from the electronic
control board and the user interface control board. If the connections are okay then the main

electronic control board and the user interface control assemblies may need to be replaced.
Check the wire harness connections between the user interface assemblies visually and with a
multi-meter. Check the wire harness connections between the main electronic control board and
the user interface assemblies visually and with a multi-meter. If the wiring connections are okay
then one or both of the user interface control assemblies may need to be replaced. Whirlpool
duet dryer troubleshooting. Whirlpool Duet Dryer Replacement Parts. If your Whirlpool Duet
Dryer error code is not listed here or you have issues with any Whirlpool Duet Dryer Error Code,
please leave a comment below and we will be happy to assist you with your dryer error code
problem. If you have a Whirlpool Cabrio Dryer, you can ask error code questions about that
model dryer also and we can further assist. Dryer showing PF then flashing. It just shuts off or
makes a beeping noise. I unplug it, plug it back in and nothing. F67 code on my Whirlpool duet
steam electric dryer. Whirlpool Duet no steam option would not light with power button being
pushed. Error code F 50 flashed. Then power button did light and automatically displayed 40
min. Did not push start and then all signals turned off. After 5 tries was able to start. Mid cycle
lights flashed off then back on. Dryer remained drying. I replaced the motor but the issue was
still there. I replaced the main control board and that seemed to fix the issue. However, then I
noticed that the heater never turned on. I ran through the diagnostics and troubleshooting
procedure and everything seems good. Thermal fuse is good. I did see a past error code F25, so
I replaced the inlet thermistor and thermal switch, but this did nothing. I cleaned out the duct it
was not blocked. Any suggestions? I thought it was the heating element. Replaced it, but that
was not it. Vacuumed the lint line. Tested the thermal fuse and thermostat for continuity. I went
and flipped the breaker off and on. Same result. What do you think the issue could be?
Laundromat G, It should only get the when the heating element is told to turn on. Did you run a
full cycle to be sure it heats? If the element does not get power at all, then you have either a
wiring issue or a control output issue. What setting do you have it on when testing? The dryer
will sometimes not start, at times it makes a growling sound and then the next time it runs it is
fine and shows no error codes. Whirlpool duet dryer. Getting power. Have to push the start
button every two minutes to dry clothes? How do I get the error code to come up so I know what
is wrong with it? I have a whirlpool duet dryer. It is flashing an F10 error code and will not shut
off unless door is open. I also smell an odor like burning. The light inside the drum works, but
none of the buttons work. Cannot turn on power. Please help!!! Hi I have a Whirlpool Duet Sport
electric dryer. I am getting a error message of E Also when the error code is displayed the dryer
beeps the lights for the drying, cool down, wrinkle rid, and clean lint filter flash 6 times then the
start light flashes twice. I am hoping you can help. Light is on in the dryer with the door open,
on power to the control. I am getting code s99 what is that? Whirlpool duet steam dryer fault
code P:3E. Whirlpool Duet Electric dryer. A couple of months ago, while running, it will give
single beeps about 3 seconds apart. The only way to get it to stop the beeping is to open the
door, the. Restart it. The codes that come up when I request them are P:3E and H Hate to call in
the repairman as other than the annoying beeping, it seems to work fine. I have a Maytag bravos
series made by Whirlpool. I have an F 64 error code. Maytag has no idea over the phone. Any
help? I have a Cabrio gas dryer. I am getting error codes F3 and E6 any clues? Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email.
Leave this field empty. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Skip to content. Related Articles. He has 33 years of experience troubleshooting and
repairing all types of appliances. Contact here. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. The Whirlpool Duet
Dryer F01 error may be able to be fixed with a simple reset of the main control. Unplug the dryer
for 1 minute and plug it back in this will reset the control if the error persists after that you will
need to check the dryer thermal fuse. The fuse is located on top of the blower wheel housing.
To check the thermal fuse remove the bottom access panel off the front of the dryer and you will
see the fuse mounted at the top of the blower wheel housing. See Image Below Remove the two
wires and check the fuse for continuity, it should be closed. If it does not have continuity it's
bad and that is likely the problem. If the fuse checks out to be good then the main control board
will need to be replaced to fix the F01 error. To replace the main control you will need to remove
the top off the dryer, there are a few screws on the very back of the dryer lid that hold it in place,
remove those and the dryer top will slide back and lift off. Once you have the top off , standing
at the front of the dryer on the left side of the cabinet towards the top you will see board
mounted to the control bracket, remove the bracket and unplug the wires going to the board.
Make sure to take a picture of the wiring before disconnecting them so you do not forget where
the wires connect to the board. Then install the new board. The control board or fuse can be
ordered from the links below. Electronic Control Board. I was wanting to order the control board

or thermal fuse. Either of which can be ordered on amazon at the links provided below:. Order
the control board Order the thermal cut-off kit. It displayed an F01 error code and the main
board was found burnt as is common. Apparently F01 has to do with the control board or
thermal fuse needing replaced. Can you help with the part numbers? Click here for thermal fuse.
Click here for the control board. You need to check the thermal fuse with a meter, if the fuse has
a closed circuit it's good and the board is bad. If it has an open circuit the fuse is bad. It's rarely
the fuse that causes that error code though, it's almost always the board. The board for you
model is linked below:. Click here to order control board. If you know how to solder and have
soldering tools then you can just buy the repair kit for the board, the correct kit for your board
is linked below:. Click here to order the repair kit. Appliance Repair Guides Appliance Codes.
Just tried starting my Duet dryer. F 01 came on. No luck. Can you assist? That means the main
control board has failed. I turned off the power for 5 minutes to see if that would reset. It didn't.
So I think I need to replace the circuit board. Or should I buy a new dryer? You would be correct
you do need to replace the dryer control board. If you would like the part information for your
model open a new question and give me the full model number of the dryer. The model number
is located on a tag on the frame of the dryer behind the dryer door. Open the door and you will
see a tag with the model and serial number on the frame. They are expensive so if you know
how to solder you may be better off just buying the repair kit for the board. It's linked below:.
Went to start dryer it made a clicking noise along with a buzz and an definitive electrical burn
smell. I have tried to reset by unplugging , but it only then buzzes a few seconds when pushing
start. It then makes a click at the control panel board and displays the flashing f01 signal. Would
a new control panel board solve this issue. Thank you. Yes, you would need to replace the
control board. The part you need can be ordered from the link below:. You would need to
replace the main control to fix that error. The control you need can be ordered from the link
below:. If you Have a question about this repair fill out the form and a certified appliance
technician will answer your question usually within 24 hours. You will be notified by email once
your question is answered. Questions not related to this repair will not be answered. Find the
error you need help with in our database. If it's not in our database submit it on our code info
request page. Type Dryer Range Washer. Brand Bosch Frigidaire Kenmore Whirlpool. Model
Name View all Duet Gallery. Questions Concerning This Repair. Whats the part number for the
thermal fuse? Answered By MasterTech. Asked By Max Lewis. Asked By Billy Bolden. F1 error
whirlpool duet sport. Asked By Amanda Webb. Need to know what model number control board
to order for wedsw0 duet sport F1 Error. Asked By Jeff Connor. Asked By Mack Parsons.
Whirlpool repair error f Asked By Maryann spander. Model WEDsw1. Need help with repair to
fuse or control board? Asked By Susan Bell. Part for control board? Asked By Chuck Emerson.
Can you please reference the control board for my dryer? Asked By donald William mccarthey.
Asked By Jimmy Funderburk. Serial number MU Ask A Question. Know your model number?
Model Search. The information on this page may also apply to any of the following Dryer
manufactures under the Whirlpool brand. Click here if the Whirlpool Dryer error code is not
listed above. A Whirlpool Dryer displaying an error code can disable it from functioning
normally. In order to regain normal functionality of the washing machine the problem causing
the error code will need to be resolved. Often the issue can be resolved with a simple repair or
minor part replacement. This is much more cost effective and has a far less impact on the
environment than a complete appliance replacement. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a AF error
code when a Airflow Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool
Dryer displays a E1 error code when a Thermistor Error has been detected by the internal
electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a E2 error code when a Thermistor Error has
been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a E3 error code
when a Communication Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A
Whirlpool Dryer displays a F01 error code when a EEprom Error has been detected by the
internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F02 error code when a Stuck Key
Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F20
error code when a Heating Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A
Whirlpool Dryer displays a F22 error code when a Thermistor Error has been detected by the
internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F23 error code when a Thermistor
Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F24
error code when a Thermistor Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A
Whirlpool Dryer displays a F25 error code when a Thermistor Error has been detected by the
internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F26 error code when a Motor Error
has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F28 error
code when a Moisture Sensor Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A
Whirlpool Dryer displays a F29 error code when a Moisture Sensor Error has been detected by

the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F30 error code when a Airflow
Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F31
error code when a Voltage Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A
Whirlpool Dryer displays a F4E3 error code when a Airflow Error has been detected by the
internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F50 error code when a Water Valve
Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F70
error code when a Communication Error has been detected by the internal electronic
diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a F71 error code when a Communication Error has been
detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a L2 error code when
a Voltage Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. A Whirlpool Dryer
displays a PF error code when a Power Failure has been detected by the internal electronic
diagnostics. Click here to go back to the error code list. A Whirlpool Dryer displays a RF error
code when a Airflow Error has been detected by the internal electronic diagnostics. The
information contained in this website is provided for informational purposes only. Always take
proper safety precautions when installing or repairing any major appliance. More information
may be found at WP. Below you will find the error codes for the Whirlpool Duet Dryer :. Your
email address will not be published. Signing you up! Instant Access! Facebook RSS. Find Your
Part Number. Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search
for:. Download your simple guide to fixing your non-heating dryer by subscribing to my
newsletter. Sign Me Up! We hate spam just as much as you. Click Here to Sign Up! Find Your
Model Number. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our
website. Learn more. Got it! PF flashes when there is a power failure during operation. Press
start to continue or cancel to clear display. L2 flashes when less than 30 volts is detected to the
machine. Check to see if your circuit breaker has tripped Confirm that the power cord is
properly installed and plugged into the wall outlet. Check relay connections on the electronic
control. AF flashes if there is a low inlet air flow detected. Check to make sure the venting
behind your machine isn't crushed or filled with lint. Run diagnostic test shown in service
manual. F flashes when there is a primary control failure. Replace the machine control
electronics. F flashes when there is a stuck button or user interface mismatch. This fault code
will ONLY appear when in the diagnostic test mode. F flashes if no voltage is detected at the
heater relay. Check that the wires are plugged in on the heater element and at the rely on the
electronic control. This fault code only appears in diagnostic mode. F flashes when the
moisture sensor is open. This fault code only appears during diagnostic mode. See se
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rvice manual for fix. F flashes when the moisture sensor has shorted. F flashes if a restricted
airflow condition exists. Check to make sure the lint screen is clean, the door seal is in place
and the vent is not obstructed. F flashes if a low voltage condition less than 30 volts has been
detected. This fault code only appears in the diagnostic test mode. Check to make sure your
circuit breaker in your house hasn't tripped. Confirm power cord is properly installed and
plugged into the outlet. Check the relay connections on the electronic control. F flashes if no
voltage is detected at the water valve relay. Check the wire connection at the water valve and
the control board. F or F flashes when there is no communication between the machine control
and the console electronics. Check the wiring harness connection between the machine control.
If it checks out good, replace the machine control. F through F flashes when there is a console
electronics failure. Replace the console electronics.

